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Presentation Notes
NameTitleResponsibilities – lead the cataloguing team; look at ways of improving cataloguing workflows and processes; doing more with less; leading the digital preservation project and also currently involved in some big technology projects which I will go into a bit later.What the presentation will do – Tell you about the organisation and the ArchivesTell you about some events and projects that are happening at RTÉ that have helped highlight the need to start looking at Digital preservation of our audiovisual assets in a more coherent, project based mannerThen I’ll look at our current situation.What we plan to do and how we came up with the plan What we have learned so far.
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Presentation Notes
RTÉ (Raidió Teilifís Éireann) is Ireland's national public-service media organisation. RTÉ provides comprehensive, cost-effective, free-to-air multi-media services to the public in Ireland and interested audiences internationally.
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Presentation Notes
RTÉ's radio service began on 1 January 1926, while television broadcasts began on 31 December 1961 making it one of the oldest continuously operating public service broadcasters in the world Television consists of RTÉ1 and RTÉ2, a digital news station RTÉ News Now and a digital station for young people RTÉJr. Radio consists of four primary stations and and five digital stations catering to a more niche market. Our online services include a comprehensive website RTÉ.ie as well as the RTÉ Player which is our streaming, catch up and box set service online. RTÉ Orchestras include numerous orchestras, quartets and choirs including a children’s choir.
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Presentation Notes
RTÉ required by legislation to keep archives so we are legally mandated.  We have 41 staff members and we manage four different asset types – audiovisual, audio, photographs and documents.We have more than 650,000 hours of audiovisual content on various different carriers including digital files; Digibeta; Beta SP; DVC Pro; various different film formats. – These are mainly the master programmes of the content that we make at RTÉ television and the programmes that we commission from independent producers.  We also retain some rushes or source content and we have some donated collections.We have approximately half a million hours of Audio content and the carriers include digital files on CD and Hard Disk drive and LTO as well as legacy formats such as DATs, Acetate discs etc; .  Again this is master copies of radio content that is produced for RTÉ Radio.  We also have a large commercial music library.Photographs – more than 345,000 digitised images and a database that can be accessed by anyone online and approximately half a million images in total.  Documents approximately 5000 boxes of hard copy records and 47GB of digital records and this is growing daily.  These are records relating to the content that we produce and broadcast and also corporate governance records.All separate databases!  All separate access points!  In the past we operated in a siloed manner with each section of the archive working to their own management and standards and under the separate business division that they served so Audio was under the Radio department and Audiovisual was under the Television department..  The Audio side of things has always been very self contained with a small core staff while in the Audiovisual section there is the broadcast libraries that handle the movement of tapes and files and the operations side of things and the cataloguing section which documents the programmes.   The structure of RTÉ is changing to ‘One RTÉ’  and so too is the Archive to one unit but it is a slow process.
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Access -  our internal users access the audio and audiovisual  archive through our bespoke cataloguing database Mediaweb (although there is a separate version for each). Browse copies of the audiovisual content that we have digitised are available within the system but the files are not linked to the metadata.  This is a work around that we built onto our existing database until we have procured and and integrated a media asset management or MAM system.
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The general public access our content though our website, there is no onsite facility to visit the archive.  On the website we have our daily stories that change every day; curated exhibitions and we also have some collections.  
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Our first published collection consists of all of our daily news stories from 1985 to 1999 and this will consist of close to 75,000 individual stories.  This was been made possible through a funding grant we won for the first of our digitisation projects in 2014.  We will publish some descriptive metadata with these but it won’t be directly from our catalogue, it will be a version of the description of the story created for this project. We are a bit late to the game with getting our content digitised because there had been no financial resources available to us since the crash in 2008 but a funding programme run by the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland has enabled us to start the digitisation process on a project basis.   Obviously the more we digitise the more we can make available to the online publishing team for use.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The current situation at RTÉ Archives regarding digital preservation is that up until now there has been no unified approach and or over riding policy.  My colleagues in radio are a little further ahead in the game with all of this and have been implementing digital preservation workflows in their digitisation projects.  In television the digitisation to date has mainly been done by the operations side of the house and while there are checks and balances ensuring that we are getting what we are told we are getting from the digitisation service providers there is definitely a gap when it comes to awareness of digital preservation beyond this activity.  The same goes for stills and documents, we all have an idea of what we should be doing but there is no overarching policy, definitions, work stream.  We are at the point where there is a lot of change about to happen in RTÉ that is heavily impacting on the Archive and some stars are aligning in a very positive way for us when it comes to digitisation and digital transformation but all of this has made the question of digital preservation in the Archive all the more urgent.  This slide shows the different events and projects that have happened and are about to happen that are giving us the push we need to look at Digital Preservation as an overall project in line with some of the other big projects in the Archive.  These are the Digitisation Projects, the One Media Share Project, the One Storage Platform Project, a decision around financing digitisation that was made by the RTÉ Board last year and some training in Digital Preservation that I did at the start of the year.  I will go into each one of these in a bit more detail now.
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Digitisation Projects to date– the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland or the BAI is the regulator of broadcasting in Ireland and provides licensing, makes the codes and rules around broadcasting etc.  They also provide and award funding for programming and archiving relating to Irish Culture, heritage and experience.  The announcement of a funding scheme for digitisation in 2014 gave RTÉ Archives it’s first opportunity to begin large scale digitisation of its collections, before this we simply did not have the financial resources to digitise.    We are required to fund at least 20 percent of any project ourselves and this can rise to 40 or 50 percent.The grants are awarded on a project basis and we have made selections based on our most vulnerable carriers but also based on the content on the carriers as we know we are more likely to get the funding if we apply for a project based on the nature of the content.Recent funding application guidelines have also placed an importance on partnerships in securing funding and so we have worked with other organisations such as the GAA and we will continue to look for new partnership with universities and other cultural institutions.
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Presentation Notes
These are the projects we have completed or are working on at the moment - TV News reports recorded for television between 1985-1999 which I have already spoken about.Collection of Acetate Discs – recordings from about 3500 acetate disks making up approximately 500 hours of unique radio.  They were originally made for radio programmes and the recordings feature traditional and classical music, interviews, talks, reports, folklore and speeches.  1985-2001 Various genres on Beta SP – this is one of our at risk carriers but we needed to make the application about more than the carrier so we selected programmes that we thought would be of great public interest.1960s News on FilmGAA (explain – Gaelic Athletic Association, the national sport of Ireland) Collection of matches on SD and on HD in conjunction with the GAAWe will continue to apply for funding under this scheme as a long as it runs.In addition to this we have funded some additional digitisation in house and this has included2,000 TV Programmes originally migrated from 1” & 2” tapeAdditional 6 years of News tapes 2000 to 2005 (2,000+ tapes)
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Presentation Notes
In addition to the BAI funding RTÉ has also made a significant decision about the funding of digitisation.  Last year the RTÉ Board which is the governing authority of RTÉ commissioned a review of the Archive.  A group was put together which included the BBC head of Archives and the Head of the National Library of Ireland so that they could advise RTÉ on a clear future strategy for RTÉ Archives..  The group was tasked with consulting with internal and external stakeholders and conducting an assessment of international best practice for the report.  Some of the key recommendations included adopting a new Archive, Preservation and Usage policy for the digital age and to proceed with Audio and Audiovisual digitisation as a ring-fenced project.   RTÉ then announced that it would fund digitisation for the next five years.So this, in combination with the BAI funding will allow us to digitise a significant percentage of our holdings.  It does however mean that we have to get it done in the next five years so the pressure is on and the onus is on us to ensure that we do this in a way that will ensure our digital assets are preserved and available for future audiences.
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I mentioned previously that we do not have a ‘digital archive’ or ‘MAM’, media asset management system.  One of the big technology projects that we are involved in at the moment is the procurement of a MAM system.  The project is called One Media Share.  It will replace our current archiving databases with a new Digital Archive and will house all of our digital media assets and make them accessible to everyone in the organisation to use.  The project was first mooted more than 10 years ago but the organisation’s financial situation hasn’t allowed it to go ahead until now.   It will be the digital archive for all of our current and future born-digital content from the point of go live and it will be the home for all of the migrated legacy physical archive assets and our pre-existing digital archive assets from our current and past digitisation projects.  We are currently in the procurement phase and the Archive is working with the Technology project manager to document our functional requirements.  The system will also be the digital repository in OAIS terms so there is functionality and workflows and metadata structures in terms of digital preservation that we need to get in place and try to get right from the start if possible.
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The other big relevant technology project is called One Storage Platform and this is also in procurement stage and is running in tandem with One Media Share.RTÉ’s decision to digitise its legacy archive means that we require exponentially more digital storage capacity and while the One Storage Platform project involves all digital storage at RTÉ, RTÉ Archives has the biggest need and is the major stakeholder in the project.  As you can see from the slide the projected growth is from about 5 petabites to 40 petabytes in the next 10 years.
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At the moment digital storage in RTÉ is a mixture of siloed block and file based storage systems and custom storage specific to various systems.Since we began our digitisation projects it has been a struggle to find solutions to our storage needs.  Our IT department now want to move away from siloed solutions and towards a storage platform that can cater to the whole organisation but they are also aware that the solution needs to meet RTÉ Archive’s digital preservation needs and their solution to this is to implement an object storage system.The ‘Aurora’ hybrid cloud platform will manage all of the storage as one service and will allow all of the systems to access the object storage.  The Archive will use the Object storage on premises and this is what the private could section will be made up of.  Object storage generally creates 3 copies of the file spread across an aray of storage nodes so if one fails it just rewrites to another one, the user or the systems never know t about the failure as the file will always be available.  This will hopefully provide the durability and reliability that we need.  Each object is made up of the data, expandable metadata and a globally unique identifier so that it can be found without having to know where the data physically is. It is infinitely scalable so is suited when you’re reaching petabytes of storage and we can purchase nodes from any vendor – there is no lock in. It will give us the multiple copies we need and then we will look to put the offsite copy in the cloud or possibly with another organisation.  The One Storage Platform plan involves increasing use of purchased cloud storage as costs for this reduce.  At the moment it is cost prohibitive, not necessarily for storage but for retrieval of our data from the cloud.What we as the Archive need to ensure with this project is that we articulate our digital preservation requirements and functionality loudly and consistently.  Luckily our colleague in the IT department who is in charge of this project is very open to discussing and learning about digital preservation and has taken it upon himself to upskill in this area.He has also been extremely patient in explaining this to me numerous times over numerous coffees so that I would feel confident talking about it today!
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I attended the fourth edition of the Winter school for Audiovisual Archiving in the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision  earlier this year and this is the other event that I feel has been instrumental in RTÉ Archives looking at Digital Preservation in a more unified way and doing something about it.While this might seem like a minor event to sit alongside the other big events events and projects I have described it has given RTÉ Archives someone with the skills to move on from from talking and thinking about digital preservation of our audiovisual assets to taking the lead on it and as a result digital preservation has been given project status in the organisation in line with the other big projects we are undertaking at the moment.  You can see from the slide the topics that were covered.  We looked at the OAIS model, how it is structured, what all of the different elements of it mean and how they all fit together.We examined all of the steps that need to be taken along the digital preservation chain from Submission Information Packages, through to the Dissemination package and everything prior to that and in between.We learned about the complexity of audiovisual digital files and the risks to their longevityWe covered different types of storage, the debate between cloud and onsite storage, and looked at planning and policies in this area.We talked about preservation metadata, data migrations and the different standards that can be achieved in digital preservation.We also had one practical hands on day at the end where we each sat at a computer and learned how the command line works and how to use basic commands and then we looked at other tools such as Bagit, MediaInfo, MediaConch, Exactly and FFmpeg. In addition to these there were three guest speakers who gave really useful case study presentations and we all had the opportunity to discuss our individual organisation’s digital preservation issues and needs with each other and the trainers and get ideas going on how to tackle them.  The course is well worth looking into if you have the financial resources to enable you to participate.  If you don’t it’s worth going on the school website as the guest speakers from each year were recorded as webinars and are available online for anyone to watch– these are well worth taking a look at for ideas and information. We have also attended other general digital preservation training events and days in Dublin and find these very useful also even if they do not directly cover audiovisual digital preservation.  The principles are the same, it’s just that audiovisual files are a bit more complex and slightly bigger!  
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Presentation Notes
So just to recap it was the digitisation projects, the decision to fund the digitisation of most of the archive along with the big technology projects of One Media Share and One Storage Project that brought the need to start thinking seriously about digital preservation to the forefront for us but before I went away and did the course nobody was looking at it in a unified manner.   The course gave me the confidence to step up and take this on as a project.
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So this is where we are at the moment with digital preservation.  As you can see our colleagues in the audio section of RTÉ Archives are a bit further along than the audiovisual section in their work with digital files as they have been dealing with them since 1994 when RTÉ started to use digital file based recordings for live radio programmes.   So they deal with digital content from current born digital broadcast material; legacy born digital material; current on-going digitisation projects and legacy digitisation project material.  They are starting to implement standards based workflows.They have a preservation file format and are creating and checking checksums.They have started to learn about and are using the Command Line Interface to create automated digital preservation workflows and are using tools such as Bagit; Media Info; MediaConch and ffmpeg. On the Audiovisual side of things we have been dealing with digital files since about 2014.Our digitisation workflows and digital storage is all operations based as opposed to standards based.The preservation file format has not yet been selected but will be as part of the One Media Share Project.Our digitisation service providers are creating checksums but the operations side of the house only discovered this recently and we are not checking them – manual tech checks and spot checks on files are being carried out.We are using production systems to manage and store digital files and we are reliant on IT to create our digitisation workflows.
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So how do we get from our current situation to the ideal of OAIS?In case anyone is not familiar with the image at the bottom it shows the OAIS framework.Where do we start?What do we need to do?How do we make decisions about all of this???How do we know we are doing it right?



How do we know we are doing 
it right? 
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If you are like me and you need a plan and a framework and a list one way that you can structure your digital preservation activity is to look towards one of the standards.  RTÉ Archives is going to aim towards attaining the core trust seal, and the requirements for this will form the basis for the project work.Even if certification is not something you are aiming towards it is worth having a look at their list of requirements to give you an idea of where your organisation is with all of this and what you need to start working on.  It can give you the framework you need to get started with all of this and not be paralysed by indecision and not knowing where to start.A lot of the work involved in certification is not to do with the technical systems and the files that you use.  A lot of it is to do with documentation, documentation of workflows, roles, SIPs, DIPs and AIPs.  Who your designated community is, what your preservation policy is, what your access policy is, your disaster recovery policy etc etc.
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So my plan is to set up a core project group to work on this with colleagues from all areas of the archive as we all have different skills and perspectives to bring to this area.  These are just some of the things I have indentified that we need to work on.  It’s going to involve a lot of discussion and meetings and a lot of decision making and I think this is where the potential to get stuck is.  We need to not be afraid to make mistakes with this as if we are we will never get any where.We will have to align this work with the technology projects and make sure that we get the work done in line with their timelines to ensure that digital preservation functionality is built in and digital preservation workflows are implemented.Probably the most important ones we need to look at though are our policy documents.  We need to adopt a new Archive Preservation and Usage policy for the digital age and we need a clear preservation plan and these need to be the overarching guide to our decision making.
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Resources - While money has been committed to digitisation we still have a lack of human resources to work on this.  All of this work has to be done by staff who still have their ‘day’ jobs.  This includes applying for grants; selection and preparation of collections for digitisation and all of the work involved in that.  As you saw from the previous slide we also have a significant amount of work to be done around the rest of the tasks involved in digital preservation and again there are no new positions or staff members to do this.Education both within the Archive about digital preservation and the processes and documentation that we need to support it and also upskilling in this area, especially when it comes to exploring the use of tools such as the command line.We also need to educate the wider organisation and the powers that be on what digital preservation is and what it entails.  The current thinking is that digitisation is digital preservation but they seem to be open to learning about this.Data movement and migration past and future – there are legacy issues with our digital audio files resulting from previous migrations and there will be many migrations to come.  Data migration can be like a game of chinese whispers, each point along the chain has the potential to interpret the information in a different way, every system used can have an impact on the data and until we have more robust workflows and policies in place for digital preservation there is risk involved.  Some challenges we have already faced in our digitisation projects include one of the vendors changing the spec for the file format which resulted in our current storage system not being able to read the file.  We were a good way into our first audiovisual digitsation project when we realised that the wrapper wasn’t compatible with our production systems.  These are all experiences that we can learn from but we need to mitigate against more of this type of thing happening.No digital archive yet - The One Media Share project will give us our digital archive but the vendor for this won’t be selected until November and then we have testing and implementation and all that goes with that so it will be late next year before we have the system and the storage in place and in the meantime we need to keep going with the digitisation as we need to spend the money that has been set aside for this each year so we will keep having to use the workaround systems and existing storage the potential for errors and issues that come with that.



Advice 
•Relationships are vital 
•Form partnerships with other organisations 
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•When choosing a preservation file format go for the 
highest quality  that resources allow 
•Tech watch is vital 
•Learn about the Open Source movement 
•Learn how to use the Command Line Interface 
•Ask for help 
•Don’t be afraid to make mistakes 
•Just do it! 
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When putting this together I had to speak to numerous colleagues in the organisation, in the Archives and in the IT department and I asked them all for any advice or lessons learned that they could offer and this is the resulting list.Relationships are vital – within your organisation with your other archive colleagues, we have found since we started working together on this that skill sets exist that others didn’t know about and we are helping each other with education and problem solving a lot more now.  We also have to continuously work with our IT department both on big projects and on our digital preservation requirements.  If you have an IT person or department now is the time to start talking to them and working with them if you haven’t already, they might have some of the skill sets you need to get going on some of this stuff.  Getting to know your colleagues in other cultural institutions and forming partnerships with them can help with funding applications for digital preservation work and will give opportunities to learn from each other and possibly use each other for things like off site backups.Documenting your requirements and business needs is vital and you need to base your decisions around storage, file formats and systems on your own requirements and business needs – not on what someone else is using.  It is very tempting to look at the big cultural organisations and find out what their preservation file format is and just go with that but every organisation has unique requirements and constraints and the same approach will not suit everyone.  Preservation format – as far as resources allow you should try to preserve the significant tech properties; don’t add any extra loss if possible; focus on your use cases; consider one file format for preservation and another for use and access; use a non proprietary / open standard with open source implementations available and something that is hardware independent. Tech watch is vital – go on listserves, attend conferences for presentations but also for the conversations you have with other delegates, read publications, attend webinars.Learn about the Open Source Movement – it is highly compatible with what the archivist tries to do and provides free tools and knowledge.Learn how to use the command line interface.  This will give you control over your collections and provide you with the tools necessary to manage them in a consistent manner.  Even if it is just to get them to a point where they can be managed by a third party vendor.  It will also open up the opportunity for you to use other powerful tools such as ffmpeg and allow you to create and automate preservation workflows.Ask for help – we can’t be expected to know how to do everything!  Talk to your IT staff to colleagues to organisations like the DPC.  You can also pay for expert help in this area.  There are consultants out there that have a wealth of knowledge about this stuff so if you are starting out and you need some expertise the option to pay for it is there.Don’t be afraid to make mistakes – fear of doing the wrong thing will just lead to indecision paralysis in all of this.  Get stuck in and if you make mistakes learn from them and move on.Just do it – probably one of the biggest risks to digital preservation is complacency.  Hoping that the files will be ok....  There are plenty of resources around to get you started and even if it’s only doing one thing like looking into creating checksums or making sure your backups are in place just do something and then do something else and keep going from there.
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